The future of Erasmus+
From Erasmus to Erasmus+: 30 years celebrated

Over 92 million people viewed Erasmus+

Over 1 900 events brought together over 750 000 participants

Over 65 000 media reports reached over 90 million readers/viewers

Over 22 000 people downloaded the Erasmus+ Mobile App

Creation of the Erasmus+ Generation Declaration on the future of Erasmus+
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E+30 Campaign impact

- All EU leaders know about Erasmus+
  Gothenburg Summit on 17 November
- Support for more budget post 2020
  from presidents of EC, EP and Council

@EmmanuelMacron
Progrès décisif en matière d’éducation : Erasmus+
sera une priorité du prochain budget européen et
nous lancerons les universités européennes. #EUCO
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Towards a European Education Area by 2025

Making mobility a reality for all
Towards a European Education Area by 2025

- Mutual recognition of diplomas
- Networks of European universities
- EU student e-card
Towards a European Education Area by 2025

- Promoting lifelong learning
- Supporting teachers, Language learning
- Mainstream innovation and digital skills
- Investing in education
Priorities of the Renewed EU agenda for higher education

1. Excellence in skills development
2. Inclusive, connected systems
3. Higher education & innovation
4. Effective and efficient HE systems
Implementation of 20 actions

Policy cooperation
- Graduate tracking recommendation
- EU STE(A)M coalition
- University-business fora
- Regional Innovation Scheme expansion

Erasmus+
- Digital work placements
- Pedagogical training mobility
- Online platform
- Modular course design
- Recognition of refugees qualifications
- Erasmus student card

Evidence-building
- European graduate survey
- OECD resources review
- Knowledge hub
- Higher education for smart specialisation
- Creativity and critical skills teaching methods
Graduate tracking recommendation

- Aims
- Data collection methods
- Type of data
- Use of results
Future of Erasmus+
An EVOLUTION, not a revolution

Future programme

- More inclusion, wider access
- Increase cross-sectoral cooperation
- Better use of digital opportunities e.g. to support blended learning
- More targeted skills and competences
- European identity
- Simplified management & Digitalised exchange of information
- Stronger role of Erasmus+ alumni
E+ Generation Declaration

• Building the future together with EU citizens: Erasmus+ Generation Online Meeting Point

• **Erasmus+ generation declaration**
  30 recommendations for the future programme beyond 2020
The road ahead

Next steps coming soon in 2018

- Commission report (Jan.)
- Education Council (Feb.)
- MFF proposal (May)
- New legal basis proposal (a.s.a.p.)